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Visibility and Timer Icons Overview

Visibility should be controlled in the following order of precedence, 
with the top methods having precedence over the bottom methods.:

1) Fusion Page Manager module-level control
2) Fusion Page Template Manager control
3) IDG control

The only exception to this rule is in the case of a module being set to 
Not Viewable at the Fusion Page Template Manager level, which 
cannot be overridden by a module-level control.

1. Primary Icons
Primary Icons are defined, for the purposes of this document, as the 
icons which appear closest to the name of the module with which 
they are associated.
The primary icons shown here will replace the current module icons 
in the Tool.

2. Secondary Icons
Secondary Icons are defined, for the purposes of this document, as 
the icons which appear to the left of the primary icons.
Secondary Icons should never appear in the right-hand column 
reserved for primary icons.
Secondary Icons are independent of the Primary Icons, and their 
display is governed by different rules as defined below and on the 
previous page.

3. Container Names
In order to compensate for the loss of the module icons (which are 
currently in the place of the primary icons), the names and numbers 
of all containers in the module list should be displayed with bold text 
so that they are visually distinct from other modules in the list.

4. Timer Icons
The Timer Icons can appear beside any viewable status or Stage 
status. See details on Module Timer Setup page.
There are two Timer Icons, one to indicate an Active Timer and one 
to indicate an Expired Timer (inactive).
4a. Active Timer Icon
4b. Expired Timer Icon

5. About to Go ON Icon
This icon indicates two possible scenarios: 

A) The module’s visibility has been changed to Viewable since 
the last Flag Flip Cron Job. The module has been modified 
since the previous data push, and that the module status is set 
to Viewable. It may have been set to Viewable prior to the other 
modifications, and the viewable status may not have been 
modified. THIS PART OUT OF SCOPE
B) The module will be set to Viewable by a timer function during 
the upcoming data push that night (regardless of user 
modification since the previous data push).

After a user has updated a module’s data, the module should be 
flagged (in the database) as modified and if the module is set to 
Viewable then the ON icon should be displayed as the primary icon 
beside the module. OUT OF SCOPE
If the user has modified data, but has not changed the viewable 
status, and the status is Viewable, then the ON icon should still be 
displayed. OUT OF SCOPE

4a

4b

5. About to Go ON Icon (continued)
If a user has viewed data for a module but not modified it, then the modified 
flag should not be set and the ON Icon should NOT appear. This includes 
cases where a user has clicked into fields or launched popups for rich media 
povs. If no changes are saved then the ON Icon should not appear. Similarly, 
if the user opens a URL Gen but does not save data then the ON Icon should 
not appear.
After the Flag Flip Cron Job, this icon should change to the Viewable on 
PROD Icon (4).

6. About to Go OFF Icon
This icon indicates two possible scenarios: 

A) that the module has had its visibility set to Not Viewable since the 
last Flag Flip Cron Job. And that the module has been modified since 
the previous data push, and that the module status is set to Not 
Viewable. It may have been set to Not Viewable prior to the other 
modifications, and the viewable status may not have been modified.
THIS PART OUT OF SCOPE
B) that the module has been set to Not Viewable  by a timer function 
(regardless of user modification since the previous data push).

After a user has updated a module’s data, the module should be flagged (in
the database) as modified and if the module is set to Not Viewable then the 
OFF Icon should be displayed beside the module. OUT OF SCOPE
If the user has modified data, but has not changed the viewable status, and 
the status is Not Viewable, then the OFF Icon should still be displayed. OUT
OF SCOPE
If a user has viewed data for a module but not modified it, then the modified 
flag should not be set and the ON Icon should NOT appear. This includes 
cases where a user has clicked into fields or launched popups for rich media 
povs. If no changes are saved then the ON Icon should not appear. Similarly, 
if the user opens a URL Gen but does not save data then the ON Icon should 
not appear.
After the Flag Flip Cron Job, this icon should change to the Not Viewable on 
PROD Icon (5).

7. Viewable on PROD Icon
This icon indicates that the module: 

A) is currently Viewable on Production
B) has not had it’s visibility modified since the last Flag Flip Cron Job 
has not been modified since the last data push
C) that a timer has not modified the module’s Visibility since the last 
data push.

8. Not Viewable on PROD Icon
This icon indicates that the module: 

A) is currently Not Viewable on Production
B) has not had it’s visibility modified since the last Flag Flip Cron Job 
has not been modified since the last data push
C) that a timer has not modified the module’s Visibility since the last 
data push.

9. Stage Icon
This icon indicates that the module is currently set to Stage (viewable in 
PPROD).
This icon should display regardless of any changes made by the user since 
the last has not had it’s visibility modified since the last Flag Flip Cron Job, 
as long as the viewable status is set to Stage.

10. Visibility Control Dropdown
This control already exists and provides a method for setting the visibility of 
modules to one of three states: Viewable, Not Viewable, Stage.
If a module’s visibility is set to Not Viewable at the Fusion Page 
Template Manager level, then display status of Not Viewable and lock 
this control so that it is not editable.
This control should remain active for all other conditions.
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